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ABSTRACT

In this paper we summarize and discuss recent results
in acoustic echo cancellation and noise reduction with
emphasis on methods which combine both aspects� It is
shown that echo control and noise reduction can support
each other in a true synergy� The paper discusses fun�
damental issues of algorithm design and suggests that a
frequency domain multi�microphone solution might be
best suited to achieve the desired performance�

� Introduction

With the advent of mobile communication and multi�
media systems hands�free telephony and hands�free
voice input systems �e�g� for automatic speech recog�
nition� are in high demand�
The realization of a hands�free communication system

requires solutions to two fundamental problems� First�
due to the feedback of the far end speech signal via the
loudspeaker� the room� and the microphone �the �LRM
system�� an echo control device is necessary to guar�
antee the stability of the electro�acoustic loop and to
supply su�cient echo reduction� We would like to em�
phasize that the stability of the electro�acoustic loop is
a physical condition �more precisely a control problem�
while the echo reduction is concerned with the audib�
ility of the disturbing echo and is as such linked with
psychoacoustics�
The second problem to be solved is the reduction of

noise which becomes necessary due to the relative large
distance from the microphone of the hands�free terminal
to the mouth of the speaker� Especially� in mobile com�
munication environments the signal�to�noise ratios can
be very low� Quality and intelligibility improvements of
the noisy speech are thus highly desirable�
The above problems were addressed independently for

many years �see e�g� �	� 
� and ��� � for reviews of
these methods�� Although the algorithms which were
developed are computationally demanding� they do not
always deliver the desired performance� In the last years
it has been recognized� however� that the echo control
and noise reduction problem can be tackled in a com�
bined approach ��� �� �� �� �� 	�� 		�� It has been shown

that the combined treatment yields algorithms which
deliver better performance at less computational costs
than systems based on separate algorithms ��� 	
�� It is
the objective of this paper to summarize some of the fun�
damental considerations underlying the combined treat�
ment and to discuss algorithms which make use of this
knowledge�

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows�
In the next Section we will discuss fundamental consid�
erations concerning the design of combined systems as
well as practical realizations as they are presented in
the literature� In Sections � and  we will outline limit�
ations inherent in current systems and our perspectives
with respect to successful algorithms�

� Combined Systems

In a hands�free telephone the far end signal supplies a
reference which is highly correlated with the disturbing
echo at the microphone input� Therefore� the echo re�
duction problem is in principal ideally solved by means
of an echo canceller �	��� For this reason combined echo
and noise reduction systems almost always include an
echo canceller� Beside the canceller� combined systems
utilize some additional �lter or device to reduce the re�
sidual echo which arises from insu�cient canceller con�
vergence or insu�cient compensator order� The object�
ive of this section is to show how this additional �lter
might be adapted to reduce echoes as well as additive
ambient noise�

��� Fundamental Design Issues

����� Processing Order

To combine acoustic echo cancellation with echo and
noise reduction it must be asked in which order these
two processing operations should be performed� Fig�
ures 	 A and B depict two principal cases� the con�g�
uration EC�ENR where the acoustic echo cancellation
�EC� preceedes a combined echo and noise reduction �l�
ter �ENR�� and vice versa� the con�guration ENR�EC�

Although there are good arguments in favour of pro�
cessing �rst the noise reduction� our considerations and
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Figure 	� Processing con�gurations for combined sys�
tems� A� EC preceedes ENR� B� ENR preceedes EC�

experiments clearly show that the con�guration of Fig�
ure 	A� where the echo compensation preceeds the noise
reduction� is preferable�
The main advantage of the EC�ENR con�guration is

that the noise reduction has not to cope with the dis�
turbing echo signal as it is present in the microphone
signal and that there is no time varying noise reduction
�lter in the echo path� Besides that� if the echo canceller
does not deliver su�cient echo attenuation� the residual
echo can be treated similar to the background noise sig�
nal and can be further attenuated by the noise reduction
�lter� This idea is successfully exploited in a frequency
selective echo reduction technique� called �echo shap�
ing� �	� 	��� which does not require complete cancel�
lation of the echo by the echo canceller and is easily
combined with a noise reduction �lter� A disadvantage
of the EC�ENR con�guration is that the echo canceller
has to process signals which are not noise reduced� As a
result� algorithms have been proposed where besides the
noise reduction �lter in the sending path� noise reduced
signals are used to adapt the echo canceller ��� 		��
It was pointed out by Faucon et al� �		� 	�� that the

minimum mean square solution to the combined prob�
lem also indicates the EC�ENR processing order� In�
deed� assume that an estimate bs�k� of the clean near
end speech signal s�k� is obtained by a linear �ltering
operation of the microphone signal y�k� and the far end
speech signal x�k�

bs�k� � Y T �k�W � �X
T �k�W � �	�

withW � andW � denoting coe�cient vectors of order N
and M of two FIR �lters and Y �k� and X�k� denoting
vectors which contain the most recent N samples of y�k�
and the most recent M samples of x�k�� respectively� It
is then straightforward to show that the minimization

of Ef�s�k� � bs�k���g yields the estimated speech signal

bs�k� � �Y T �k��XT �k�R��xxRxy�WENR �
�

and the echo and noise reduction �lter

WENR � �Ryy �RyxR
��

xxRxy�
��
Rss ���

where Rxx� Rss� Rxy� Ryx� and Ryy denote correlation
matrices of the signals in the subscripts� From equation
�
� it can be concluded that echo cancellation should
preceed noise reduction� If the echo canceller achieves
perfect cancellation the echo and noise reduction �lter
WENR depends only on the autocorrelation matrices of
the noise n�k� and the clean speech s�k�

WENR � �Rss �Rnn�
��
Rss � ��

otherwise the echo and noise reduction �lter also takes
the residual echo d�k�� bd�k� into account�

����� Single Microphone vs� Multiple Microphone Ap�

proach

As far as the echo compensation part of the combined
system is concerned� there is no need to use more than
one microphone� Indeed� besides the additional hard�
ware the echo compensation task becomes more com�
plicated when multiple microphones are used� However�
it can be of great advantage to incorporate a multi�
microphone noise reduction algorithm into the combined
system� Besides the single microphone procedures� mul�
tiple microphone algorithms can exploit the spatial co�
herence of sound �elds� This leads to noise reduction
algorithms which are more robust in the presence of
non�stationary noise sources and to intelligibility im�
provements� It should be also noted that late echoes and
reverberation exhibits similar spatial correlation proper�
ties as di�use noise �elds� Multi�microphone techniques
are therefore suited to reduce echoes as well as the po�
tentially annoying reverberation of the near end speech�

����� Time Domain vs� Frequency Domain

Frequency domain solutions provide the algorithm de�
signer with more degrees of freedom and lead to compu�
tational e�cient implementations� They tend� however�
to have a larger processing delay which might be critical�
especially in mobile communication applications� If the
hands�free device is designed to be an �add�on� device
for arbitrary telecommunication terminals� a low delay
solution is certainly desirable� On the other hand� it is
generally agreed that in contrast to the echo compensa�
tion problem the noise reduction task� as it is discussed
here� cannot be solved without some processing delay�
Since some delay is inevitable� the frequency domain
provides more �exibility to solve the combined problem�

��� Algorithms

We will now discuss some of the combined algorithms
as they have been proposed in the literature�



The �rst attempts to develop a combined echo and
noise reduction system can be attributed to Grenier et�

al� ��� 	�� and to Yasukawa ���� Both employ more than
one microphone� While Grenier et� al� use an adaptive
beamforming approach �	�� the algorithm by Yasukawa

is based on the noise cancelling idea �	�� and uses a noise
reference microphone� It may be remarked that in a re�
verberant environment the noise reduction component
of both techniques cannot be very e�ective� The beam�
forming technique �	��� however� will also dereverberate
the near end speech signal to some extent� and thus has
the potential for improved speech intelligibility�

A two microphone system based on the spatial coher�
ence of the near end speech and noise in reverberant
rooms was investigated in ��� �� 	
� 	��� It has been
shown that combining conventional echo cancellers �pos�
sibly of reduced order� with a noise reduction technique
suitable for di�use noise �elds a true synergy of echo
and noise reduction can be obtained� In this algorithm
the same adaptive �lter is used to suppress noise� to re�
duce residual echoes� and to dereverberate the near end
speech signal� Since this adaptive �lter achieves a signi�
�cant echo reduction� the order of the echo compensator
can be reduced with the advantage of faster convergence
and higher robustness with respect to background noise�

Faucon et� al� �		� 	�� proposed a single microphone
frequency domain system� They investigated and op�
timized spectral weighting rules based on the Minimum
Mean Square Short Time Spectral Amplitude estimator
�	���

� Limitations � �The Speech Enhancement Tri�

lemma�

Despite all the progress during the recent years there
are certain restrictions which are not easily overcome�
These apply both to the echo cancellation and the noise
reduction components of the combined system and will
be discussed below�

Besides the complexity� the main problems of echo
cancellation are background noise� near end speech
activity� and a time varying LRM system� Furthermore�
the exitation signal� i�e� the far speech signal� is non�
stationary and thus not well suited for the identi�ca�
tion of a time�varying system with thousand or more
coe�cients� Whenever the near end speaker is active
�and moves� and the far end signal is zero� there is no
way to identify the time varying LRM�system� As a
consequence� when the far end speaker becomes active
again� the deviation of the estimated impulse response
with respect to the true impulse of the LRM�system
can be large� In these situations a compensator of re�
duced length� as it can be used in combination with an
echo shaping �lter� is of advantage since it will converge
faster�

Also� it is well known that the amount of noise reduc�
tion which can be achieved by a noise reduction �lter in
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Figure 
� Qualitative plot of the near end speech distor�
tion vs� the echo or noise reduction characteristics for
combined systems�

the sending path is limited by the admissable distortion
of the near end speech signal�
We are thus faced with a trilemma which requires

a compromise between the echo and noise reduction�
the distortion of the near end speech signal� and the
complexity of the overall system� This �Speech En�
hancement Trilemma� is illustrated in Figure 
 for a
hypothetical combined system �
�� 
	�� The system is
characterized by a curve in the �distortion of the near
end speech signal� vs� �echo or noise reduction� plane�
The resulting curve which is not necessarily a straight
line is typical for a given algorithm and can be shif�
ted �or tilted� by means of increasing or reducing the
complexity of the algorithm or choosing a di�erent kind
of algorithm� E�g� adding more microphones or more
compensator coe�cients will result in improved noise
or echo reduction at the price of increased complexity�
On the other hand� keeping the complexity constant� we
can trade echo or noise reduction for improved quality
of the near end speech signal� It depends on the ap�
plication how much distortion of the near end speech
signal can be accepted� and on the performance of a
given algorithm how much echo and noise reduction can
be achieved� The plot in Figure 
 is in any case well
suited to compare di�erent systems�

� Perspectives

As we consider the processing order EC�ENR as the
best con�guration it remains an open question how to
improve the compensator performance in the presence
of strong ambient noise� The echo shaping technique
is here helpful since it allows to reduce the order of
the compensator and adjusts the residual echo power
to the background noise level� Since background noise
can mask much of the residual echo� the echo needs only
to be suppressed when it is actually audible� Optimal
estimators eventually incorporating psychoacoustic cri�
teria as outlined e�g� in �

� are certainly desirable�
Also� the noise reduction component can be improved



using more e�ective two microphone noise reduction
techniques �
��� One of the questions linked to multi�
microphone techniques is how to compensate the mi�
crophone signals e�ciently� One approach� outlined in
��� �� is to combine the signal of several microphones and
to compensate the combined signal� Due to the rapid
progress in signal processing technology a single DSP
implementation of a two microphone combined system
seems to be feasible� at least for environments with little
reverberation� An improvement with respect to conver�
gence can be expected as e�cient fast converging echo
cancellation algorithms emerge and their sensitivity to
background noise is reduced �
��
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